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Abstract

Localization and technology transfer have been important factors influencing the decision-
making process in countries embarking on a nuclear power programme. It seems natural that
relationships between donors and recipients of technology, beginning with sub-contracting, should
evolve towards technology transfers and cooperation on an equal footing. France was both a receiver
and a donor of technology transfer in the area of nuclear power. This paper describes the French
experience in technology transfer and the lesson learned therefor.

1. INTRODUCTION

Despite its attractiveness as a key energy source, nuclear power has its constraints. Its
wastes, although lower in quantity than those from fossil fueled plants, must be responsibly
managed. Public safety must be guaranteed under all conceivable operational mishaps and
concerns of non-proliferation and third party nuclear liability fall within a rigid legal
framework. There is also a comparatively high initial investment, although balanced by
relatively low operating expenses, and a need for specifically trained engineers to support safe
and efficient operations.

These boundary conditions and their political implications give the nuclear investment
a truly strategic dimension. It is therefore understandable that countries wishing to start a
nuclear program usually wish to acquire the technology and capability to design, build,
operate and maintain nuclear plants with limited outside help. While that entails fairly high
front end investments for industrial infrastructures and engineering capabilities by the
recipient, it can pay off over the longer term, through a substantial nuclear program.

2. FRAMETOME'S EXPERIENCE AS A TECHNOLOGY RECEIVER

At Framatome, we have been able to look at technology transfer from the vantage
point of the receiver as well as that of the transferor : almost forty years ago, we began
construction of our first Pressurized Water Reactors (P WR) and our specific nuclear industrial
infrastructure as a licensee of the vendor, Westinghouse. We know, apart from financial
compensations, the effort we expended to fully assimilate the technology, so we could develop
and license new models on our own. This paid off nicely because the series of nuclear plants
built in France allow the country today to produce one of the cheapest kilowatt hours (kWh) in
the European Union.

3. TECHNOLOGICAL SCOPE

Before discussing Frametome's experience as a transferor of technology, it is
important to understand the actual breadth and depth of its technology, since a company can
only transfer the know-how it actually implements. In areas where Framatome uses
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subcontrators, transferring technology entails organizing the transfer of the subcontractor's
technology, which is quite feasible but not as straightforward as transferring a technology
actually owned and mastered.

Framatome's in-house technology is broad and deep, since it designs the nuclear island
and designs and fabricates key components of the nuclear steam supply system. This includes
reactor vessel and internals, steam generators and pressurizer, primary coolant pump and
motor, control rod drive mechanisms, in-core instrumentation, fuel handling equipment and so
on. It also designs and fabricates fuel assemblies, including sub-components such as pellets,
grids and cladding. Further, it has qualified subcontractors that can be encouraged and assisted
in their own technology transfers and localization schemes. Lastly, Framatome is capable of
nuclear power plant backfitting, inspection and maintenance, to apply to utilities specific
requirements. This base ensures a highly consistent technology transfer.

4. THE KOREAN EXPERIENCE

Our first comprehensive experience in transferring technology and localizing
equipment fabrication was eighteen years ago at the construction of Uljin 1 & 2 units (2 x
950 MW), in Korea. When we signed the contract in 1980, KHIC, was designated by KEPCO
(the Korean national utility), as our main partner for fabrication of the heavy nuclear
components although it was a new company with little nuclear experience. It had had a
number of organizational changes in its limited life, and we worried about the firm performing
successfully and meeting contractual schedules. Although we provided more technical
assistance than anticipated, in the end the quality appeared and schedules were met.

Some of the most challenging achievements were the final assembly of the reactor
pressure vessels from machined shells and bottom heads delivered by Framatome. KHIC
performed the circular welds and the strip stainless steel cladding of the inside surface, as well
as the incore tube welding. For the steam generators, KHIC manufactured the dryer section
and assembled the steam drum, with the lower assembly provided by Framatome. The
pressurizers, accumulators and boron injection tanks were also assembled by KHIC from
semi-finished products supplied by Framatome. The lighter pressure vessels and heat
exchangers as well as the polar crane and a number of miscellaneous components were also
manufactured in KHIC workshops from our drawings and technical specifications. All this
was made possible by the highly concentrated industrial investment in the Changwon plant.

Technical assistance by Framatome focused on quality assurance and quality control,
welding processes and welders qualification, planning and scheduling. Since at that time, the
KHIC workshop in Changwon, had only limited experience with nuclear fabrications and no
experience with the French nuclear code RCCM, we insisted on informal "preliminary
fabrication tests" before starting formal qualification. This allowed us to test procedures and
confirm the feasibility of the manufacturing operations, thus avoiding time and money
consuming road blocks on the critical path of plant construction.

Other fabrication was localized with varying degrees of technical assistance through
seven different Korean companies. They included emergency diesel generators from Hyundai
Electrical Machinery Co., low voltage switchboards and transformers from Hyosung, medium
voltage switchboards from Goldstar, electrical cables from Taehan Cables, lifting equipment,
silencers, waste treatment components, etc., from a number of other Korean companies.
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Fabrication follow-up was conducted from an advanced echelon in Seoul, Korea,
under the supervision and general coordination of the Framatome headquarters in France. The
consistently good performance of Uljin 1 & 2 can certainly be credited to KEPCO, the plant
operator, but also to cooperation between Framatome and its subcontractors and the Korean
industry during construction.

5. THE CHINESE EXPERIENCE

5.1. Daya Bay and QinShan Phase 2

In China, Framatome received its first contract for Daya Bay 1 & 2 (2 x 950 MW) in
GuangDong province in 1986, a second large contract for LingAo 1 & 2 (also 2 x 950 MW) in
1995 and smaller contracts to support the construction of QinShan Phase 2 (2 x 600 MW).

The first large scale technology transfer was initiated in 1991 in fuel assembly design
and fabrication. Manufacturing technology was transferred to the Yibin fuel fabrication plant
of the CNNC (China National Nuclear Corporation) in the south Sichuan region, and design
technology to the Nuclear Power Institute of China (NPIC). The first full reload fabricated in
Yibin was loaded in the Daya Bay Unit 2 in 1995 after its first operating cycle. Since that time
no less than 350 fuel assemblies were produced with the transferred technology and delivered
to both units at Daya Bay, where they perform to the satisfaction of the operator.

Erection and startup testing of the Daya Bay units was conducted in cooperation with
the 23rd Company of the CNNC and was an opportunity to transfer the related technologies.
Also, refueling outages initially performed by Framatome on a more or less turnkey basis,
have been gradually become the responsibility of the client with personnel trained on the job
by Framatome. The quality of maintenance has been demonstrated by the smooth operation of
the units, which produced more thanl2 billions kWh in 1997.

In engineering, a comprehensive technology transfer agreement, involving Framatome,
and the French national utility EDF, was signed in 1992 with the CNNC. It allowed the
implementation of French design technology by two institutes as "nominated users", the
Beijing Institute of Nuclear Engineering (BINE) and the above-mentioned NPIC, for design of
the Qinshan Phase 2 units (2 x 600 MW), now under construction in Zhejiang province.

The way Framatome transfers design technology and helps in its assimilation by the
receiving entities is also illustrated by two 1996 agreements with NPIC, the first, to perform
plant modifications and improvements on Daya Bay units 1 & 2, the other, to enlarge the
cooperation started in 1991 in the area of fuel design, management and services.

5.2. LingAo

With the LingAo contract, currently underway, technology transfer and localization
have increased dramatically. Framatome cooperates with no less than fifteen different
factories in many Chinese provinces. Many key components or parts are fabricated under
cooperative arrangements with companies benefiting from Framatome technology transfer. To
name a few : reactor internals are fabricated by the Shanghai Machine Tool Work N°l
(SMTW N°l) factory of the Shanghai Electric Corp. (SEC); the steam generators,
pressurizers, accumulators, boron injection tanks by DongFang Boiler Works in the SiChuan
province ; heavy components supports by the ErZhong factory in that same province; fuel
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handling equipment by the Xi'an 524 factory in the Shaanxi province ; control rod drive
mechanisms by the XianFeng factory and boilerworks by SPEC, both subsidiaries of SEC in
Shanghai ; primary coolant pumps by the ShenYang Pump factory in the Liaoning province ;
cable trays in the Zhejiang and Jiangsu provinces, and so on.

Partners were selected after a number of technical audits involving quality assurance
(QA) organization and procedures, adequacy of the equipment, technical capability for
fabrication and control operations, willingness of management to meet stringent nuclear
standards and invest in training and factory improvement. A number of problems had to be
overcome, and new ones will certainly arise as the tasks are ambitious and demanding.
However, we can now say that, with a commitment from all parties, delivery schedules can be
met, and quality maintained. Technology transfers are important steps toward the self reliance
of Chinese industry in nuclear plant design, construction, operation and maintenance that
Framatome and its partners have endeavored to support with all technological resources.

6. LESSONS LEARNED

We can now summarize what these Korean and Chinese experiences have taught us so
far.

We have learned repeatedly that technology is not only transferred through the physical
transmission of documents, drawings, specifications, and computer codes, it takes cooperation
and communication between people, often of different cultures. It requires resolution of
practical problems together under the pressure of tight project schedules and demanding
project managers who do not accept as an excuse for being late that a component, or design
package, is being implemented for the first time by a facility.

Technology transfer is likely to be more successful if it is well planned. Some benefit
can be derived from piecemeal transfers of technological packages, but it may be hard for a
recipient country aiming to become fully self-reliant, to put the pieces back together and
produce an organization capable of taking full responsibility. The scope of the main recipient
entity does not need to be as comprehensive as Framatome's, but the more comprehensive it
is, the more likely a full-fledged vendor will emerge from the transfer.

Another important lesson is that, although there may be orders of magnitude difference
in labor costs between the transferor's country and the recipient, it does not mean that,
initially, when all costs are calculated, localized equipment will necessarily be cheaper than
those manufactured by experienced suppliers.

The first reason is that there is no compromise in nuclear quality standards. The
transferor must provide training and technical assistance necessary to assure that the quality of
the components meets those stringent standards, regardless of nuclear experience. This
technical assistance is usually provided by senior expatriate engineers.

Further, only a limited number of typical tasks are performed by the technology
receivers for the first project localized, so as not to jeopardize the overall project schedule.
Therefore, cheaper labor costs in the receivers' country do not generally compensate for the
impact of localization.

Another reason is that productivity in the factory in the original country and the
recipient is at vastly different positions on the learning curve, at least initially.
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A last reason is more complex procurement, since fabrications are often shared
between transferor's factories and recipient factories. This adds facilities to be supervised at a
greater distance from headquarters and requires setting up decentralized procurement offices,
and the management of many additional interfaces.

The remarks made above also apply when engineering studies are performed by two
separate groups, in two different countries with different positions on the learning curve.

It is easy to understand that localization and technology transfer require dedication and
motivation by transferor and by the receiver. This motivation can most easily be raised when
the program provides some degree of assurance that the initial investment in training,
organization and facility improvement can be amortized, and the initial costs can be reversed
to take full advantage of the cheaper labor of the recipient; that is, when technical assistance
is no longer necessary and productivity has risen to the level of the transferor's facilities.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Localization and technology transfer have had an important impact on our philosophy.
We view them not as an impoverishment, but as an opportunity to enlarge the technological
base of Framatome by cooperation with our licensees. Technology cannot survive in file
cabinets; if it is to progress, it must be employed wherever applications can be found. It seems
natural that relationships beginning with sub-contracting should evolve towards technology
transfers and cooperation on an equal footing. This last phase can best be developed when
parties solidify their relationship with jointly owned entities.
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